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░ ABSTRACT- Greater reliance on smart and portable electronic devices demands engineers to provide solutions with better 

performance and minimized demerits. Face Recognition involves the method of associating and confirming the faces. It is fit for 

distinguishing, following, recognizing, or checking human appearances from a picture or video caught utilizing an advanced camera. 

Feature extraction is the most significant stage for the achievement of the face recognition framework. The different ways of 

implementing this project depends on the programming language or algorithms used such as MATLAB, OpenCV, visual basics C#, 

Viola-Jones algorithm and many more while the core functioning remains the same. In this work, we have implemented face 

recognition in 3 phases, Phase1 consists of detecting faces and collecting images IDs, Phase 2 involves training the Recognizer and 

Separating interesting elements and the final phase includes grouping them and putting away in XML records.  
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░ 1. INTRODUCTION   
Face Recognition involves the identification and recognition of 

faces in a captured image. This really helps in smart attendance, 

smart security and smart intruder detection. Face 

acknowledgment is a harmless ID framework and quicker than 

different frameworks since numerous appearances can be 

investigated simultaneously. Face recognition is the 

undertaking of distinguishing a generally recognized object as 

a known or obscure face. It is one of the image processing 

techniques that helps you to identify the point of interest in an 

image. There are plenty of machine learning algorithms 

available to address this. Haar is an object detection algorithm 

used to identify faces in an image or a real time video. The 

algorithm uses edge or line detection features proposed by Viola 

and Jones. 
 

Face acknowledgment is a PC development that chooses the 

region and size of human face in cutting edge picture. The facial 

features are perceived and a few different articles like trees, 

constructions and bodies are ignored from the high-level 

picture. An ideal face finder would have the choice to perceive 

the presence of any face under any plan of lighting conditions, 

upon any establishment. 

As often as possible the issue of face acknowledgment is 

confused with the issue of face identification. The distinction 

between face discovery and face acknowledgment is that face 

recognition is to distinguish a face from a picture and find the 

face. Then again, face acknowledgment is to choose if the 

"face" is somebody known or obscure approved utilizing an 

information base of appearances. 
 

Apart from using python, we also use OpenCV and other related 

modules which come with python to implement this project. 

OpenCV is planned for computational usefulness with a strong 

focus on continuous applications. In this way, it's ideally suited 

for constant face recognition utilizing a camera. This system is 

an integration of face detection followed by face recognition 

procedures. The general system is implemented using software 

applications, but hardware components can be integrated with 

this system to either act as indicators or to produce the outcome 

as required by the user. Significance of face recognition 

innovation as an examination region has been expanding as of 

late as it tends to be applied to different fields, for example, 

security, biometry, law requirement, and individual wellbeing 

to guarantee observation progressively. Face recognition 

improves these endeavors to assist track with bringing down 

criminals and terrorists. It is easy to consolidate, and most 

arrangements are viable with most of the security software. 
 

This segment is an essential outline of the significant strategies 

utilized in the face recognition related projects. The strategies 

include Eigen face algorithm, Viola-Jones Algorithm, Neural 

Networks, Feature based approaches and many more [1]. There 

is plenty of research available in face recognition. Some of them 

are based on Machine learning [6-10], image processing [10-

12]. 
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the implemented real time face recognition 

 

░ 2. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION 
In Figure 1, the detailed block diagram of real time face 

detection is presented. The methodology of face recognition 

constitutes three phases, and they are as follows: 

 Face Detection and Data Gathering 

 Detecting faces and collecting images IDs 

 Train the Recognizer 

 Separating interesting elements, grouping them and 

putting away in XML records. 

 Face Recognition 

 Matching features of data picture to the components in 

the saved XML records and expect personality. 

For this venture every one of the three calculations are carried 

out autonomously. These can be straightforwardly executed 

utilizing OpenCV libraries. These three phases can again be 

divided into six steps namely: 

 Access the webcam 

 Face detection 

 Data collection 

 Training 

 Face recognition 
 

The Phase 1 involves accessing the webcam, which is shown in 

figure 2. To access webcam, OpenCV is used to install the 

computer vision modules and then comes the face detection. 

OpenCV gives a preparation strategy or pre-prepared models 

called as Cascade Classifier by means of which, we distinguish 

regardless of whether there is a face on the video transfer. The 

face detection procedure constitutes two steps. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: System depicting accessing the webcam 
 

The underlying advance is a gathering task that acknowledges 

a couple of conflicting pictures as data and results a matched 

worth of yes or no, showing whether there are any countenances 

present. The subsequent advance is the face limitation task that 

intends to take a picture as info. It likewise includes accepting 

the result as the area of any face or faces inside that picture as 

some jumping box with (x, y, width, stature). 
 

Object Detection involving Haar include based overflow 

classifiers as in Viola-Jones calculation is a successful article 

location technique. It is an AI based approach where a course 

work is ready from a lot of positive and negative pictures. 

https://www.ijeer.forexjournal.co.in/
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Figure 3: System identifying face in the captured image 
 

The next step is data collection. To perceive the appearances, 

we want to prepare our python program. Regarding which a 

certain amount of data is required. We create a folder "image 

data" and inside this folder, some additional folders are created 

to store the specific data. When we accumulate face information 

(face pictures for this situation) of the people should have been 

recognized, the stage one will be finished. 
 

The Phase 2 includes preparing the recognizer as shown in 

Figure 3. Presently, preparing the recognizer is taking care of 

that face information and separate names of each face to the 

recognizer so it might learn. In at any point brief, we will go 

through all the coordinators and pictures which are accessible 

in the "image data" envelope and make a word reference that 

will contain the imprint ID and the comparing name. At the 

same time we will stack the picture to recognize the face in 

every single picture which we refer to it as "District of Interest" 

and make an ".yml" record which contains that data. On this 

subsequent stage, we should accept all client information from 

our dataset and the OpenCV Recognizer. This is done straight 

by a specific OpenCV work. The outcome will be saved money 

on a mentor catalog. 
 

Open CV empowers the production of XML records to store 

highlights removed from datasets utilizing the Face Recognizer 

class. The set aside pictures are imported, changed over to 

grayscale, and saved with IDs in two records with same 

documents. Face Recognizer objects are made using face 

recognizer class. 
 

The Phase 3 includes face acknowledgment. Acknowledgment 

is taking care of new faces of individuals and check if the face 

recognizer just prepared perceives them. Here, we will stack our 

prepared models into the python record, access our webcam, 

and distinguish faces in the video transfer and do a correlation 

between this face which is perceived in the video move, and the 

model which was at that point organized. If the data is 

composed, we say that the individual is seen. 
 

Here, an individual's face is caught on the camera and assuming 

this individual had his/her face got and already; the recognizer 

will assume returning its id and a lixst. 

Face recognizer object is made utilizing the ideal boundaries. 

Face identifier is used to recognize faces in the image, managed 

and moved to be seen. For each face perceived, a figure is made 

using FaceRecognizer.predict() which return the ID of the class 

and sureness. Finally, names from the text report with IDs are 

used to show the name and assurance on the screen. As shown 

in figure 4 our system trained for one of the celebrities’ images. 

Our recognition system identifies and recognizes the image as 

shown in the figure. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: System acknowledging face 
 

░ 3. METHODOLOGY  
Figure 5 represents Arduino interface with 16*2 LCD display. 

We have also included hardware part here so as to verify the 

above process, more of like a confirmation and also to bring in 

Arduino related features into this undertaking. The reason to 

include Arduino is used to have an additional interface and also 

to include this feature for future applications such as security.  

The hardware components used here are namely: 
 

 Arduino Uno 

 16X2 LCD Display 

 Jumper Wires 

 Breadboard 
 

This is the final step of our project which constitutes 

programming the Arduino and linking it with the python 

module. For this last phase to work, we have to also install 

Arduino software that provides IDEs (Integrated Development 

Environment) to program different microprocessors and 

microcontrollers. 
 

 
Figure 5: Arduino Uno interface with the 16 x 2 LCD [2] 

https://www.ijeer.forexjournal.co.in/
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It is through this software; the python module communicates 

with the Arduino Uno. Here, hardware is used for more 

effective depiction of the face recognition process. 

Programming Arduino gives a method of correspondence 

among python and Arduino. This is done using serial 

communication. 
 

The circuit used here is a simple circuit that just connects the 

Arduino with the LCD display. The LCD display is used to 

display the messages like face unknown or that particular 

person’s name accordingly depending on the result of 

recognition process as shown in figure 6. 
 

 
 

Figure 6: Text display on 16 x 2 LCD screen 
 

░ 4. RESULTS 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Complete setup used for face acknowledgement 

 

Figure 7 is the final result of our working mechanism 

implemented in this project. As soon as the picture is displayed. 

The python module recognizes this picture and sends a signal to 

Arduino to display the details of the picture in the OLED 

display. The details are displayed in the python module as well. 
 

 
 

Figure 8: Portraying python module output 

 

Figure 8 is the output of the first three phases of the mechanism 

involved. This is a clearer version of the earlier picture. To be 

precise, this is the result obtained from the software mechanism 

implemented in this project. 
 

 
 

Figure 9: Illustrating Arduino output 
 

Figure 9 is the output of the last phase of the mechanism 

involved. This is a clearer version of the earlier pictures. To be 

precise, this is the result obtained from the hardware mechanism 

implemented in this project. It shows the connections between 

Arduino Uno and LCD display and the output of the details of 

the picture in the LCD display.  

 

https://www.ijeer.forexjournal.co.in/
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Figure 10: Portraying python module output for unknown faces 

 

Figure 10 is also the output of the first three phases of the 

mechanism involved. But this picture depicts the result in the 

case when pictures that are not trained are displayed or simply 

unknown images are used. In such conditions, the mechanism 

displays the details as unknown. 
 

░ 5. CONCLUSION 
Real time face recognition successfully implemented using 

Python and Arduino.  The results include live photos apart from 

reference pictures. The utilization of python programming and 

OpenCV creates it as a simpler and convenient apparatus, and 

it is interfaced with Arduino UNO board. The results are 

obtained in software and simultaneously the status is displayed 

on the LCD screen.  
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